LB SERIES
Horizontal Boring Center

Precise, Fast, Versatile
TOS LITZ Machinery Corporation
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Production Site for
Heavy Duty Machines
In order to meet the production
requirements for heavy duty machines,
LITZ HITECH has built a production site for heavy
duty machines to assure the precision of the machines.

Horizontal Boring Center

Inverted-T structure & Moving Column (Z-axis)

Highly dynamic and high cutting performance
Spindle Unit

ATC Mechanism

ATC Mechanism

Y-axis balancing system

Controller

Tool Magazine
(60/90T)

Tool Magazine
Unit (60/90T)

Spindle Unit

Controller
TOS LITZ
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This worktable with a full span support ensures the precision of straight
X-axis movement on the worktable.
This spindle motor with a ZF gearbox is used for transmission. The high
torque output is suitable for heavy cutting.
The ATC is separated from the column to ensure that the precision of the
column will not be affected by the changing weight of the tool magazine.

With a superior hydraulic design, the worktable has very high load capacity.
Developing corresponding spindles for different boring/milling workpieces,
machining is more accurate.
This worktable is equipped with a brake positioning system in order to
provide heavy cutting at a fixed angle.
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Design of the highly rigid column and spindle head structure

LB-110 Boring Center

LB-130 Boring Center

TOS LITZ
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Highlights in Design:
Boxway slide way design with high rigidity.
The spindle head is attached to the side of the column.
This provides the rigidity requirements for heavy cutting of the machine.

Highlights in Design:
A roller linear guide rail transmission design with high strength.
The spindle head is located at the center of the column.
Providing the heavy cutting requirements for the high rigidity of the machine.

Excellent Machining Performance
Combined with the essence of advanced technology, the LB Series Horizontal Boring Center satisfies various user needs
with the same high quality selection. A closed spindle structure is the basis of heavy cutting with high rigidity. Three axes
X/Y/Z are supported by a full span with highly rigid hard rails. Being equipped with a high resolution linear scale provides
accurate positioning and makes it easy to achieve various tasks including boring, milling, tapping and mold processing.

TOS LITZ
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High Performance Horizontal Boring Center
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The spindle is equipped with a gearbox, not only suitable for high
speed mold cutting but also for low speed and high torque general
machining.
3-axis and B-axis both use highly rigid boxways and are supported
by a full span.
Includes a standard high-precision 3-axis closed-loop linear scale,
enabling high precision positioning.
The design of the moving column structure allows the spindle box
to maintain horizontal precision when the W-axis extends to any
location.
The worktable is driven by a servo motor combined with a worm
gear and worm drive. A hydraulic braking mechanism is used to
provide solid clamping forces.

TOS LITZ
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(LB-110)
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Optimized Structure Design

TOS LITZ
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Design Features
3-axis movements with full span support provide excellent
rigidity and stability, and ensure long-term precision.
Highly rigid boxways are used on the 3-axis rails, which
significantly increase the rigidity and heavy cutting
capacity.
ATC Unit
2500rpm, 35 hp, and a continuously variable gearing
spindle provide heavy cutting with a maximum output
torque of 1500Nm, enabling highly efficient
machining (LB-110).
2500rpm, 50 hp, and a continuously variable gearing Tool Magazine Unit
spindle provide heavy cutting with a maximum output
torque of 2470Nm, enabling highly efficient
machining (LB-130).
Automatic rotating and positioning of the worktable
ensures the angle and position of heavy cutting and
maintains stable precision for a long period of time.
Horizontal machining makes it easier to quickly
remove the chips in time and is ideal for deep cavity
machining.
Chip Conveyor

Precision Boring
Machines

LB 110

LB-110

LB-130

4000
2500

X-axis Trave

mm

Y-axis Trave

mm

3000
2100

Z-axis Trave

mm

1500

2100

W-axis Trave

mm

500

800

Y-axis
Spindle
Operation Cabinet

B-axis

Electrical Cabinet

s

Z-axi
Chip Cart

X-axis

LB-110
W-axis Diameter

mm

Worktable Load Capacity kg

LB-130

Æ
110
Æ
130
8000

15000

Magazine Tool No.

pcs

60

60

Spindle Torque

Nm

1500

2470

( LB-110 )
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Product Features of the LB Series

Product Features:

Rotating worktable with high
load capacity
0.001 division high precision positioning
Max. Load : 8000KG(LB-110)
20000KG(LB-130)
Wide range of machining applications
Selections of mandrels and different
types of spindle heads
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User-friendly Operation Panel
Properly arranged console provides a
safer and more comfortable operation
space.

TOS LITZ

Rapid tool changing spindle
Fast tool changer with an arm-type
tool magazine
Optional tool magazine with 90 tools (LB-110)
Optional tool magazine with 90 tools (LB-130)

Horizontal Boring Series - Enclosure

Fully covered enclosure

Suitable for machining large or long size workpieces. Loading/unloading
workpieces will not be affected by the enclosure.
Standard Enclosure for the LB-110

TOS LITZ

Fully covered enclosure with sheet metal protection against chips

BORING MACHINES CENTER

The latest fully closed sheet metal design used for the processing area prevents spatter
during cutting, which may cause injuries to personnel and compromise the workshop
tidiness if it falls onto the ground.

Standard Enclosure for the LB-130
Worktable Enclosure

The worktable enclosure is lower than the worktable surface, which will increase the
machining space. The worktable enclosure will not reduce the machining space.
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New Generation Spindle, Strong Cutting Capacity

Boring Shaft (W-axis)

Super Powerful Cutting Force

Maximum Torque Output
工作台護罩低於工作台面，使加工的範圍加大，不因工作護罩而減少加工空間。
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Spindle Box Transmission System (S-axis)
The spindle head consists of a
Φ110mm spindle and 2-stage
gearbox. At the maximum full
torque output of 1500NM (165rpm),
the mandrel can extend to 500mm.
(LB-110)
The spindle head consists of a
Φ130mm spindle and 2-stage
gearbox. At the maximum full
torque output of 2470NM (143rpm),
the mandrel can extend to 800mm.
(LB-130)
A high performance spindle oil
cooling system with temperature
control is used to cool the
mechanisms inside the spindle,
including automatically cooling all bearings and gears with an accurate amount of coolant. The
spindle's thermal displacement is reduced effectively and high precision machining is ensured.

TOS LITZ

1500Nm(LB-110)
2470Nm(LB-130)

Spindle motor power vs. torque diagram

LB-110
P(kW)

Power

LB-130

Torque

T(N-m)

48

1600

42

T(N-m)

P(kW)

64

3200

1400

56

2800

36

1200

48

2400

30

1000

40

2000

24

800

32

1600

18

600

24

1200

12

400

16

800

8

400

6
0
0

165 400

660 770 900 1200

1500

1800

2100

200
99.4
84.1
0
2500(rpm)

0 0 143 300 435 573 700 900

1200

1500

1743

2100

110.7
89.7
2500(rpm)
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Rotating worktable with a high load capacity
Rotating worktable with a high load capacity

Perfect Scraping Skills

The maximum load of the rotating
worktable increases

8 tons for the LB-110
and 20 tons for the LB-130.
to

Worktable Dimensions:

1600x1400mm(LB-110)
1800x2200mm(LB-130)

TOS LITZ
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The rotating table is driven by a dual gear transmission. The rotating table with an extra high load
capacity automatically turns to 4 positions (0, 90, 180, 270 degrees) and is locked by a clamping
mechanism. The positioning precision is high. In case a heavy workpiece shifts more than 200mm
from the worktable, excellent workpiece offset performance can still be achieved.
Mounted on the mandrel directly, high precision.

Professional mechanical scraping skills create a uniform distribution of contact points on each
plane and provide a great lubrication effect on each contact surface, which can reduce friction.

Loading Tests

Worktable features
A rated loading test is conducted on each
machine to ensure that the machine will
retain its high dynamics and precision
at the rated loads.
Rated Loads
8000kg(LB-110)
15000kg(LB-130)

This worktable uses extra-large grinding gears combined with dual worm gears to preload the dual
worm gears in order to eliminate the backlash between gears and improve the precision.
This worktable uses a powerful oil hydraulic system to ensure the clamping force of the worktable.
During heavy duty machining, the precision and stability are superb.
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Automatic Tool Change Mechanism and Tool Magazine Unit (LB-110)

Floor-type tool magazine mechanism

ATC Mechanism

LB-110
The ATC and tool magazine unit use a Floor-type design. The dynamics of the moving
column will not be affected by the weight of the tool magazine and tools, thus the
machining precision is ensured.
High scalability of the number of stationed tools in the
tool magazine.
The ATC and tool magazine unit have
various types of tools for customer
selection, including the
standard BT Series,
Spare CAT.DIN...

A fast, simple, reliable and durable tool exchange device, providing stable and reliable exchange of tools.
A unique tool exchange device design, an advanced cam-drive mechanism capable of random tool selection can be achieved
using the PLC software control.
The tool changer mechanism has been subject to a million times of operating tests to satisfy the requirements of high reliability.
The rapid tool changer mechanism saves non-cutting time, and therefore increases the production efficiency.
The cam drive mechanism of the magazine ensures precision rotation, and smooth operation of the magazine, even for heavy tools.

An automatic tool
magazine with the
capacity of 60 tools.
A large capacity tool
magazine improves
the efficiency.
The cam drive tool
changer is rapid and
reliable and doesn't
occupy processing
space.
Manually loading /
unloading spindle
tools can be done
easily by using the
foot switch.
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Tool Magazine Unit

TOS LITZ

The moving column structure of the Z-axis separates the
column from the tool magazine with a breakage rail design.
The tool magazine doesn't have to be attached to the
column, which makes it easier to expand the chain type
tool magazine to the compartment-type tool magazine
and provides more flexible machining applications.

Automatic Tool Change Mechanism and Tool Magazine Unit (LB-130)

LB110-14

The moving column structure of the Z-axis separates the column from the tool magazine.
The tool magazine doesn't have to be attached to the column, which makes it easier to
expand the chain-type tool magazine to a compartment-type tool magazine and provides
more flexible machining applications.
An automatic tool magazine with the capacity of 60 tools.
A large capacity tool magazine improves the efficiency.
The cam drive tool changer is rapid and reliable and doesn't occupy processing space.
Manually loading/unloading spindle tools can be
done easily by using the foot switch.

TOS LITZ
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LB-130
The ATC and tool magazine unit use a Floor-type design. The dynamics of the moving
column will not be affected by the weight of the tool magazine and tools, thus the
machining precision is ensured.
High scalability of the number of stationed tools in the tool magazine.
The ATC and tool magazine unit have various types of tools for customer selection,
including the standard BT Series, Spare CAT.DIN...

A fast, simple, reliable and durable tool exchange device, providing stable and reliable exchange
of tools.
A unique tool exchange device design, an advanced cam-drive mechanism capable of random
tool selection can be achieved using the PLC software control.
The tool changer mechanism has been subject to a million times of operating tests to satisfy
the requirements of high reliability.
The rapid tool changer mechanism saves non-cutting time, and therefore increases the
production efficiency.
The cam drive mechanism of the magazine ensures precision rotation, and smooth operation
of the magazine, even for heavy tools.
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User-friendly Human-Machine Interface

LB-110

LB-130

User-friendly Human-Machine Interface

Elevating Operation Cabinet

FANUC (Japan) Controller Series

Automatic tool magazine with FANUC
LED color monitor.
Unique push buttons on the operation
panel developed by LITZ, for easy and
prompt input.
Protection covers are provided for
critical buttons on the panel. Execution
is performed after confirmation to
prevent touching the buttons
accidentally.

TOS LITZ
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The panel is in accordance with the
safety regulations and can be rotated.
It is easy to operate.
Fault alarms are displayed on the screen,
making it easy to resolve problems.
The separated hand wheel design makes
it easy for test runs.
Suspended and rotatable hangers are
easy to operate.
Touch buttons, graphic and text displays
make it simple to operate.

Features

The elevation of the operation cabinet can
be adjusted according to the height of the
workpiece.
The Elevating Operation Cabinet is
adjustable and is easy for operators to
calibrate tools and perform adjustments.
The operation cabinet is fully enclosed to
prevent chips and coolant from hurting
operators.

Max. number of controlled axes: 8 axes
- Max. number of feeding axes: 7
- Max. number of spindles: 2
Number of axes controlled simultaneously: 4 axes
Ai contour control II
Nano smoothing Patented
Jerk control
Inclined plane division commands Patented
Double checks for safety
USB interface N e w
Look ahead: 40 blocks
Dynamic simulation function

BORING MACHINES CENTER

Nano CNC FANUC Series 0i-MF
with Outstanding Reliability and Cost Performance
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Online Measurement System

Tooling Measurement System

Spindle Drawbar Force Tests
Each drawbar system of the spindle
is subject to a spindle pulling force
test, to assure the clamping force of
the spindle and the rigidity of tools.
The high tensile spindle drawbar
system provides high rigidity for
tool installation, assures the tool
rigidity during heavy cutting, and
achieves excellent machining
precision.
Spindle Drawbar Force

Laser Inspection System
Guaranteed high quality of
monitoring.
High measurement precision
and precise detection of wear
and tear

TOS LITZ

Advantages:
Shortened non-production time
Unattended machining
Low non-conformity
High production efficiency
High and consistent production
quality

2100kgf (LB-110)
2100kgf (LB-130)
The high tensile spindle provides
high rigidity for tool clamping and
enhances the cutting rigidity.
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Workpiece Measurement System

Dynamic Spindle Balancing

The dynamic balancing instrument
calibrates the spindle speed,
displacement, and acceleration
at the maximum rpm.
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High Performance Inspection System

Boring Shaft Precision Inspection (W-axis)

Precision of Linear Axis Displacement (XYZ-axis)
To have the optimized product performance and meet customer requirements,
LITZ has a well-established quality control system with advanced testing
equipment and technologies to assure the quality of products.

500mm(LB-110)
800mm(LB-130)

Laser Inspection
W-axis (Boring Shaft)
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Ball Bar Test

Using the circular tester calibrates the precision of the roundness and geometric machine
precision to assure the precise 3D movement of the machine.

BORING MACHINES CENTER

Precision of Worktable Rotation (B-axis)

TOS LITZ

Granite

To maintain machine accuracy and calibration results,
the precision of all travel and movement is calibrated
and compensated for by a laser measurement system.
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Quality Specification & Precision Level

Cutting Test of Standard Specimens

Inspection with a Zeiss 3D CMM

TOS LITZ
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In addition to the tests and inspections performed with precision instruments, each
machine is subject to dynamic cutting tests in accordance with international standards.

Precision Criteria of Standards Specimens

Upon the completion of cutting, the standard specimen shall be inspected with a 3D
coordinate measuring machine (CMM) to ensure the required precision.

3D CMM Report

LB110-19

Cutting Tests
Boring Hole Concentricity: 0.025mm/1500mm

Heavy Cutting Tests

LB-110

Tested Model

LB-130

Face milling tool

mm

Ø125

Ø160

Spindle Speed

rpm

477

170

Cutting Width

mm

100

160

Cutting Depth

mm

6

6

1000

840

Feeding Speed

mm/min

Spindle Motor Power (A)

kW

22

30

Cutting Rate per Unit (B)

cc/min.kW

27

30

600

800

Total Cutting Amount (AxB)

cc/min
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Precision of Alignment Requirements

BORING MACHINES CENTER

Face Milling Processing Range (Material: #45 medium carbon steel)

TOS LITZ

After the assembling and reliability run-in, a heavy cutting test will be performed on
each machine, and then the precision will be verified to ensure the precision stability
of the machine.
Besides the heavy cutting test, the machine shall be subject to tests of grooving,
drilling at max capacity, and tapping at max capacity to assure the cutting performance
of the machine.
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High Performance Configuration
Spindle Extension Sleeve

TOS LITZ

A 250mm-long spindle extension sleeve is
standard equipment for the LB-110.
A 400mm-long spindle extension sleeve is
standard equipment for the LB-130.
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Chip Conveyor

Working Light (LED)

3-axis linear scale

Energy saving: reduce yearly electricity costs by
2-3 times.
Cold light source: 15°C temperature reduction.
Long service life: increase the service life 10 times.
Low carbon emissions: 75kg carbon emissions
reduction.

The X/Y/Z-axis can be equipped with a linear
scale system to detect the thermal displacement
due to the rapid movement of the machine. The
thermal displacement result will be sent to the
controller for compensation, suitable for high
precision parts machining.
The linear scale system is designed with a gas
protection device to prevent the linear scale
from contamination by dust and oil vapor. The
precision of the linear scale is assured and the
service life can be extended.

Spindle Oil Cooling Device

The high speed rotating spindle with a spindle
oil temperature control system can maintain
the spindle at constant temperature and control
the thermal displacement of the spindle
effectively, to assure the high speed and
precision of the spindle.

B-axis rotary encoder

The rotating axes are equipped with a
HEIDENHAIN high precision rotary encoder.

Electrical Cabinet Air-Conditioning

To keep the controllers, motor drives, and
other electronics inside the electrical
cabinet at a constant temperature and
dust-free environment. High temperature
due to long periods of operation will not
cause faults or machine tripping.

Optional Equipment

Face Milling Heads (U-axis)
The LB Series is incorporated with high performance and high precision
face milling heads manufactured by D'ANDREA (imported from Italy).
Depending on the size of the workpiece, it is possible to use Model
UT3-360S.

Universal Milling Head

90° Worktable

TOS LITZ

UT3-360S Spindle Speed 500RPM
Feedrate 400mm/min

90° Milling Head

45° Milling Head
BORING MACHINES CENTER

Internal Structure of the Face Milling Head

1. Fixed body
2. Rotating body
3. Sliding block
for tools
4. Gear
5. Bearing
6. Cooling tubes
7. Servo motor
8. Limit switch
9. Flange
Note: Other types of milling heads are available (upon request)

Foundation and footprint
Mechanical main body area

Unit: mm
20mm-wide aseismic trench
(tightly stuffed with styrofoam)

30mm-wide aseismic trench
(tightly stuffed with styrofoam)

Mechanical base area
Mechanical base area

Mechanical base area

X-axis travel = 5000mm (optional)
Y-axis travel = 4000mm (normal)
Z-axis travel = 3000mm (optional)

Base for ATC-60/90 tools
(these 4 holes are not used
if there is no ATC)

Electrical control
cabinet

Electrical Cabinet

Mechanical
base area

TOS LITZ

Electrical control
cabinet

BORING MACHINES CENTER

Note: use fast-setting and non-shrink cement to grout the
foundation bolt pits

20mm-wide aseismic trench
(tightly stuffed with styrofoam)

20mm-wide aseismic trench
(tightly stuffed with styrofoam)

Pebbles (shock-absorbing)

30mm-wide aseismic trench
(tightly stuffed with styrofoam)

Concrete

30mm-wide aseismic trench
(tightly stuffed with styrofoam)
Note: use fast-setting and non-shrink cement to grout
the foundation bolt pits

Dimensions for reinforcing bars
Dimensions for reinforcing bars

Pebbles (shock-absorbing)

Electrical control cabinet

Machine dimensions LB-110
Unit: mm

Top View

Side View

TOS LITZ
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LB-110 Main body

Spindle Oil Cooling and Lubricating Unit

Coolant Tank

Oil Hydraulic Unit

Chip Conveyor

Transformer Unit

Chip Cart

Operation Console Unit

Coolant Supply Unit for the spindle

Foot Switch

Machine dimensions LB-130
Unit: mm

Top View

Side View

TOS LITZ
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LB-130 main body

Oil Hydraulic Unit

Coolant Tank

Transformer Unit

Chip Conveyor

Operation Console Unit

Chip Cart

Foot Switch

Coolant Supply Unit for the spindle

Tool Magazine

Spindle Oil Cooling and Lubricating Unit

Dimensions for Other Parts
Unit: mm

Worktable Dimensions

Tool Shank and Pull Stud Dimensions (BT-50)

BT-50 Tool Shank Specifications

TOS LITZ

Part
Model
1400

200

205

200

BORING MACHINES CENTER

BT-50 Pull Stud Specifications

Function List

Technical Data
Machine Specifications

TOS LITZ
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Travel
Worktable left/right travel (X-axis)
Spindle up/down travel (Y-axis)
Column front/back travel (Z-axis)
Spindle extension travel (W-axis)
Spindle and head
Spindle output power (continuous/30min)
Spindle max. output torque
Spindle diameter
Spindle Speed
Spindle taper
Spindle lubrication
Spindle cooling system
Spindle Drawbar Force
Worktable
Worktable Dimensions
Worktable T-slot
Worktable standard loading capacity
Worktable positioning mandrel clamping force
Worktable positioning resolution
Degree
Feeding system
XYZ-axis rapid feeding
W-axis rapid feeding
Worktable max. speed
Coolant
Coolant tank capacity
Coolant pump motor power
Hydraulic System
Hydraulic system power
Tool Magazine System
ATC max. tool diameter
ATC max. tool weight
ATC tool changing time
ATC Magazine station
ATC tool clamping force
Installation Requirements
Power Consumption
Minimum pneumatic pressure
Machine Outline Dimensions
Machine Net Weight
Machine Gross Weight
All the photos contained herein are for reference only.
In case of any discrepancy with the actual machine parts,
the actual machine shall prevail. (
) refers to options.

2100

1274 / 1500

2000 / 2470

Oil lubrication
Oil Cooler

Oil lubrication
Oil Cooler

1400x1600

1800x1800
15000 for bearings (20,000 for hydrostatic) (8m/min)

ATC System
Automatic Tool Changing
Mechanism(Floor type)
BT-50 tool specification
60T Magazine station
90T Magazine station

Spindle
Spindle speed: 2500 RPM
Spindle oil cooling system
Coolant through spindle system
Cooling system
Programmable air blowing system
outside the spindle
Coolant cooling system
Chip Removal System
Chip Conveyor
Chip Cart
Coolant gun for machine cleaning
Air gun for machine cleaning
Fully-covered sheet metal
Worktable Enclosure
Operation Cabinet

3-Axis Transmission System
3-axis Boxwayl (LB-110)
3-axis Boxway (LB-130)
3-axis linear scale
B-axis Rotary encoder
Y-axis hydraulic balancing system
Spindle extension sleeve 250mm (LB-110)
Spindle extension sleeve 400mm (LB-110)
Spindle extension sleeve 400mm (LB-130)
Fixed

Elevating
Operation
Cabinet

Measurement System
Laser measurement for tool length
Workpiece Measurement
Worktable Unit
Air/Oil source for jigs and fixtures of
the worktable

60(90)(120)

60(90)(120)

Safety System
CE Safety Regulations
Oil/coolant Separation System
Disc type oil/coolant separator

●Standard 〇 Options ☆ Upon request
LITZ reserves the right to modify the product specification,
appearance, equipment or discontinue the products.

Electrical Components
Working Light (LED)
Warning lights (LED)
M30 automatic power off function
Air-conditioner for electrical cabinet
Controller
FANUC 0iMF
FANUC 31i
Siemens 828
Transformer Unit
Miscellaneous
90° Milling Head
Universal Milling Head
90° Worktable
Rotary Face milling Heads (U-axis)

Production Factory :
Company Name: TOS LITZ Machinery Corporation
Address: No.26-3, Zhuangqian Rd., Shengang Dist.,
Taichung City, Taiwan
Tel: +886-4-25633231

Distribution Company
China : LITZ Machine Tools (JiaXing) Corp.
Address : No. 1398, Hefeng Rd., Jiaxing City, Zhejiang, China
TEL：+86-573-82222735 FAX：+86-573-82222739
E-mail : sales.jl@litzhitech.com
http : //www.Iitzchina.cn

Dealers

Taiwan: LITZ HITECH CORP
Address: No.18 Yu 9 Road, Yu-Shih Industrial Park,
Dajia District, Taichung City, Taiwan
TEL：+886-4-26815711 FAX：+886-4-26815108
E-mail : sales@litzhitech.com
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